1A Parts in this box.

NOTE: Full (Double) size is shown here. Other sizes differ in overall size of components.

- Back Deck
  - Back Deck Top Roller (Code B1)
  - Back Deck Bottom Roller (Code B3)
- Seat Deck
  - Seat Deck Pin (Code A3)
- Stretchers x 2

Note: Shoe Fittings™ including the Snapper™ are Patent Pending: US#60/201,672 and US#09/760,749.
**Assembly Instructions**

**Attach Stretchers to Arms**

**SHOE FITTINGS™ Bronze**

Chair • Love seat • Full • Queen

**2A Fit Bolts Loosely to Arms.**

Insert the 20mm Bolts (from the Arm Box) into the bottom two holes on the Arms. Screw in about five turns only.

Your arm style may vary from that shown here.

**2B Hook Stretchers onto Arms.**

Carefully hook the Stretchers on to the Bolts on the Arms. Note that the front stretcher has Metal Plates which should be assembled upwards.

Do not tighten the Bolts yet - the Arms need to be loose to allow the Seat and Back Decks to be assembled.

**Note:** Leave the top hole empty!

The Bolts should be left sticking out like this.

The Front Stretcher has metal plates which should face upwards.

Rear Stretcher (no metal plates)
**3A** Fit the Back Deck into Position.

Be sure that the Arm Bolts are loose.

Insert the Back Deck lying flat. Insert one end first, then gently lower the other end into position.

**Please Note:**

Use 2 People!

**3B** Tighten all the Bolts.

When you have the Back Deck fitted lying flat, tighten all the Bolts.

**3C** Fix the Top Bolts on the Stretchers.

Be careful not to scratch the Arms with the Plastic Runners when you lower the ends of the Back Deck.

All four joints must be left LOOSE.
Assembly Instructions

Fit the Seat Deck
Chair • Love seat • Full • Queen

4A Hook the Seat Deck onto the Snapper.
Lift the Seat Deck in vertically, so the Pins meet with the Rubber Snapper. The head of the Snapper should fit between both Pins.

Please Note:
Use 2 People!

4B Pull the Seat over the "Snap Point."
You will need to Pull Hard.

4C Push down on the Seat, and the Back will Lift.

4D This is the Lounge Position.

4E This is the Sofa Position.

Just remember:
• The Top Pin - fits over the top,
• The Lower Pin - goes underneath.

With the Top Pin inside the notch on the Rubber Snapper, put your foot on the Back Deck and pull the Seat over the "Snap Point"

Add Mattress and Enjoy! See separate page for Operating Instructions.
Assembly Instructions

Disassembly: Removing the Seat
Chair • Love seat • Full • Queen

5A From the Bed position, lift the Seat.
Please Note:
Use 2 People!

5B Lift the Seat all the way.

5C Push the Seat over the "Snap Point."
You will need to Push Hard.

5D From the Back, lift out the Top Pin and ease the Seat Deck forward.

5E Lift the Seat clear of the frame.

Lift from the front, using both Handles.
Lift all the way until the Top Pin drops into the notch on the Rubber Snapper.
Lift up so the Top Pin is out of its notch in the Rubber Snapper. Ease the Back Deck forward, keeping it orientated vertically.
Be careful when lifting the Seat Deck out, not to scratch the Arms with the Rollers.
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